ODP
VISUAL CORE DESCRIPTION
SEDIMENTS / SEDIMENTARY ROCKS
SECTION DESCRIPTION

LEG SUB SITE HOLE CORE TYPE SEC
100 6ZSB 9 1

UNDEFORMED BUT THOROUGHLY BURROWED BY SANDY PATCHES IN VAPOUR
LT OLIVE SY 6 to SY 6/1, with Dark
patches SY 4/1.

67-75cm. INTERVAL OF SY 5/2 OLIVE.
COLOURED, MOTTLED SY 70.

75-105cm. LT OLIVE SY 5/1 SY 6/3 to SY 6/1.
RETURN TO SAME LITHOLOGY
MOTTLED AS ABOVE 67cm.

105cm TO BASE 150cm. LIGHTER INTERVAL
SY 7/1.

*These data are to be processed into a computerized data base along with existing standardized data from other legs and will be accessible
to the scientific community at large. RECORD ALL MEASUREMENTS CAREFULLY, COMPLETELY, AND LEGIBLY.